Welcome to the April magazine
It's so nice to be pushing copies of our community magazine through
doors once again. I really hope you enjoy this issue and are able to use
some of the local businesses within these pages.
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Such a lot has happened lately in the news, but importantly has to be
the vaccine roll out. This should make a huge difference to how we lead
our lives going forward and give us the freedom that we are used too.
As I write we are on track for re-opening many shops, hairdressers,
pubs etc on the 12th April. I'm sure i don't know where to go first, but
have booked my outside table on the 12th for eats and drinks already!

To let you know
Looking forward to the Easter weekend? I know i am. And although
we can't go out for a meal yet, we can support local businesses by
having a takeaway or buying local. There is also an Easter Egg hunt
with a difference in Cator Park on the Easter weekend. Full details are
in our online mag https://www.se20mag.co.uk/march-2021/

As always thank you to all the businesses inside for advertising and
thank you to you all for reading SE20 Community Magazine.
This is a strange time too for the magazine, like all our local
businesses we are all in this together. Please mention the mag if you
use any of the business within our pages or on our website. We are
on Facebook, Insta and/or Twitter too so do follow us if you are on
any of these platforms.
I have also printed the logo's of those businesses that advertised in
our online version in the last couple of months. To find out more
about them, do take a look at Feb and March mags online.
If you would like to advertise in the next issue, please get in touch.

BELINDA & ELLIE
Tel: 020 8676 8970

We hope you enjoy
this issue. Please
mention SE20
Community
Magazine when
responding to
adverts
WWW.SE20MAG.CO.UK

Email: se20mag@aol.com

@SE20magazine

CO PY DEADLINE FO R PRINT READY
ARTWO RK IN THE MAYS PRINTED ISSUE IS
19TH APRIL
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EASTER CHOCOLATE CUPCAKES
Ingredients

Makes: 18 cupcakes
140g self-raising flour
120g butter, softened
85g caster sugar
2 eggs
2 tablespoons cocoa powder
Chocolate buttercream
175g butter, softened
125g cocoa powder
600g icing sugar
150ml milk
1 drop vanilla extract
To decorate
2 to 4 tablespoons chocolate sugar
strands
58 coloured mini chocolate eggs
Preheat the oven to 190 C / Gas 5. Line 3 mini
muffin tins with paper cases.
Combine the flour, butter, sugar, eggs and
cocoa powder in a large bowl. Mix with an
electric hand-beater until smooth.
Spoon the mixture into the paper cases, filling
them 3/4 full. Bake for 10 to 12 minutes, or until
the sponge mixture feels firm when you touch
it. Remove from the oven and cool.
To make the icing: Cream butter until light and
fluffy. Stir in the cocoa and icing sugar
alternately with the milk and vanilla. Beat to a
spreading consistency. Add more icing sugar or
more milk to achieve desired consistency, if
needed.
Spread or pipe the icing on top of each cooled
cupcake, leaving some of the cupcake's edge
showing, to create a nest. Press chocolate
strands into edges of the nests; place 3 mini
chocolate eggs into each nest. Enjoy!!

Vermin control
Wasp control, Ant control,
Flies control

Cockroach control, Bedbug &
Flea treatment
chenrysims2016@gmail.com
Call 07940 751 255 / 07926 216 621
or 020 8778 1557

Are you in a WhatsApp group for your Road?
Why not join the Street Admins group. Nominate one person
from your Road group to join the Street admin WhatsApp
group, then if anything good/bad is going on in a local road,
we pop it into the group and then you can quickly forward
the info to residents of your road group. We currently have
representatives from 16 roads in the group, we would love to
expand.
EG Catalytic Convertor theft in Ashleigh Rd, is then shared with
the street admins group, who can quickly send it to their own
road.
Just drop me an email SE20mag@aol.com
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Leader: Chloe Edgington
Deputy Leader: Sue Charlesworth
SENCO: Dawn McConochie

Anerley Methodist Church
Oakfield Road
Anerley
SE20 8QA
Tel: 020 8289 6771

Ofsted Inspected
Established in 1975
Learning through play
for children from 2 to 5 years old
£11.00 per Morning or Afternoon
9.15am to 12.15pm & 1pm to 4pm
Day Care Available 9.15 to 4pm
Government funding for 3 & 4 year olds
15 hours and 30 hours
( criteria for 30 hours )
2-year old funding for families earning less than £16,190
per financial year
Vacancies
Tel. 020 8289 6771
e-mail - pengecommunitypreschool@hotmail.co.uk
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020 8697 5503
info@furnishingsstudio.com
www.furnishingsstudio.com

Supplying bespoke soft furnishings including curtains
poles, curtains, blinds, loose covers, upholstery, advice
beforehand and consultancy. Fabrics and wallpapers
are supplied from many manufacturers.
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Bromley Adult Education like a challenge!
Like all other local organisations, the last year
has proved challenging for your local adult
education college. But there is nothing we at
Bromley Adult Education like more than a
challenge!
When we had to close our doors in March
2020, the majority of our tutors moved
immediately to an online teaching model.
Webcams were installed, online meeting
accounts created, hurdles were overcome and
lessons continued from the comfort of tutors’
and learners’ homes.
We were not able to return to our centres until
the summer and we spent those months
preparing for our students to come back to a
safe and secure environment in September
2020. Students in classes from ESOL, IT,
drawing and painting to counselling and
cookery, were delighted to be back onsite with
their friends and tutors. Classes were smaller
but the
camaraderie, loyalty and dedication from both
students and staff shone through as always.
Imagine the dismay when in December 2020
we realised that we would not be able to return
after the Christmas break. But we returned
seamlessly to the online learning methods in
which we are now all experts, and were even
able to provide laptops for many students who
were struggling to get online. We thank our
main funding agency, the GLA, for their
support with this. We were delighted to be able
to support Bromley Council by enabling part of
the Kentwood Centre to be used as a Rapid
Test Centre for local asymptomatic residents
and workers from January 2021.

From March we are also a Census Support
Centre, helping anyone who needs help
completing the Census 2021 (you can
complete your census until May 4th, the
Support Centre will be available until then).
Throughout the pandemic we have worked
with students and tutors, seeking their views,
to ensure that we are providing a service that
meets the needs of local residents as well as
keeping everyone safe. Some quotes which
have warmed our hearts include this from a
student on a Spanish course: “ You have
always taken our views into account when
discussing the agreed way forward for the
class. During this whole period, you have
continued to provide a supportive welcoming
and an enjoyable learning environment, both
online and in face to face classes.”
Now that most classes are back onsite, we
are looking forward to a bright future for adult
education in Penge as well as Orpington. The
summer term starts on 19th April 2021, with
some courses online as well as onsite. Have a
look at www.baec.ac.uk for details. We are
starting to plan for September 2021 now, so
please keep an eye on the website for all the
most up to date information about what is
happening at the Kentwood and Poverest
Centres.

EASTER WORDSEARCH
BASKET BONNET CHICKS
CHOCOLATE DAFFODILS EASTER
EGG LAMBS SPRING
SUNDAY
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CLARE MARIE
Interior Designer
I’m passionate about design and
how it can have such an impact on
our emotions.
With any budget, working together,
we can unlock your homes
potential and make coming home
an event.

Prices start at £100
claremariedesign.com claremariedesign@gmail.com

07917 118827
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10 tips for saving energy
With most of us spending more time at home than
ever before keeping your energy usage under
control has never been more important. To help
with this Utility Warehouse have put together these
top 10 tips for saving energy.
1) Focus the heat
If you’re spending all your time in one room, think
about turning off the heating in other parts of the
house.
2) Bleed your radiators
If you switch on your radiator and the top of it stays
cold, it means it needs bleeding. Don’t worry, it’s not as
daunting as it sounds. A quick google will reveal plenty
of easy ‘how to’ guides.
3) Invest in a room thermostat
Think about investing in a room thermostat,
programmer and thermostatic radiator valves. They’re
a good way to have different temperatures in specific
parts of your home. According to Which? It could save
the typical home around £75 a year.
4) Plug the gaps
Draughts can be a costly annoyance. Luckily, they’re
easily fixed. It might require a bit of handiwork, but
getting a draught-proofing kit from your local (or online)
DIY shop is easy and pretty cheap. Plus, it will save
you around twenty quid a year.
Make sure to look for gaps around your door and
window frames. Chimneys and fireplaces are also a big
source of draughts. The Energy Saving Trust predicts
that closing an open chimney could save you £15 a
year. Not bad
.
5) Insulate
If you have the time and money, it’s a good idea to
insulate your loft and any cavity walls. It could shave
off up to £315 from your yearly bill.
6) Recycle heat
There’s a couple of easy, free ways that can maximise
the warmth that’s already in your house.
One is to leave your curtains open when it’s sunny
during the day (to let the heat in) and shutting them as
soon as it gets dark (so it doesn’t escape again).
Another is to consider leaving the oven slightly ajar
after you’ve cooked, releasing the heat into the kitchen
– take all the necessary precautions when doing this.

7) Doing the washing
It’s a cliche, but it’s true: baths do use up more hot water
than showers. And obviously, the shorter the shower, the
more energy you save.
When washing clothes, think about using a shorter cycle
and lower temperatures. Most germs are killed at 40
degrees, meaning you don’t need to go any higher when
doing the laundry.
8) Layer up when possible
We’re not advocating piling on 6 jumpers and 3 pairs
of trousers instead of switching on your radiators for a
couple of hours a day. However, there may be times
when you can save some pennies by turning down the
heat a little and pulling on your favourite sweater
instead.
9) Boiling water
As a nation, we drink a lot of tea – 73 billion cups of it
every year, apparently. And long may that tradition last.
However, overfilling the kettle when brewing a cuppa
uses up unnecessary energy. It might seem like nothing
at the time, but it all adds up in the end.
In a similar vein, stick a lid on pots when cooking. Dinner
will be ready quicker and you’ll save on gas. Win win!
10) Think about your electricity
Lastly, don’t forget to be as efficient as possible with your
electricity usage. Turn off consoles when they’re on
stand by, you could pay £35 less every year. All money
that can be used to heat up the house that little bit longer
on frosty mornings instead.

If you would benefit from reducing your bills or a free
bill review Kate Thompson is happy to help. Kate is
an authorised business partner with Utility
Warehouse, the UK’s only genuine multi service
provider. Trusted by over 650,000 customers and
fully regulated by Ofgem, Ofcom and the Financial
Conduct Authority.

07917 815634
moneysavingkate@outlook.com
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From Dubai to SE20

Here we are again with the help of this wonderful
publication to spread a bit of the creativity
appearing all around SE20 and we thought this
month we would take a look back at one of the
works placed up just before the latest lockdown
by Fink22 who was visiting London from Dubai.
We are aware no new artworks have appeared
for a while now due to the ongoing wider situation
the world and UK is currently facing, however we
are very optimistic that as life gradually returns to
some semblance of normality some new
additions will appear before long that the whole
town can enjoy and we will be able to share here
with you.
It's always a pleasure to see artists from around
the world coming to Penge and Anerley in order
to share their creations with the townsfolk and the
wider world for that matter, and unsurprisingly last
year saw very few international artists pass
through SE20 and London for that matter.
However our area was fortunate enough to see
British Born, but Dubai based Street Artist Fink 22
briefly visit in the run up to Christmas where he
managed to squeeze in a trio of his vibrantly
coloured funky abstract tribal inspired illustration
designs.

Fink22 managed to hit up a range of spaces,
firstly with a rather deconstructed addition to
Penge High Street on the shutter of Antonella's
Cafe, secondly with work added to Ravenscroft
Road opposite the long standing set of painted
walls belonging to the Blue Sea Fish Bar and
finally our favourite of the new additions to town
placed up on the garage door of a private
resident in Chesham Road.
We would as always wish to say thank you to
everyone involved over the last five years
supporting this project, you have transformed the
face of Penge and Anerley into a wonderful
creative hub! In this instance, thank you to
Antonella's Cafe, Proctors and the private
resident in Chesham Road for allowing Fink22 to
paint their respective properties. As well as thank
you to Fink22 for taking the time to visit our
hometown and leave his mark whilst passing
through London last year. As always if anyone
wishes to participate and support the project
further by offering up their public spaces, please
email callinglondoninfo@gmail.com
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Funds are needed for the survival and
maintenance of this fascinating,
voluntarily-managed, online resource
for Penge. 'Splendid' - Dr Steven
Parissien, Oxford University.
[Image credit Lis Watkins]

Easter toxicities and your pet
As Easter approaches we are gearing up for the
usual

seasonal

spate

of

dogs

that

have

guzzled

away on Easter Eggs. Chocolate is a well known
toxin for dogs, that can cause all host of issues. In
general; the darker the chocolate the greater the
risk. Avoidance is obviously paramount, but we know
just how sneaky some of our pets can be when food
is

involved

(not

naming

any

one

breed,

*cough*

Labradors). If your pet is to ingest chocolate, please
do not hesitate to contact us, as if we act quickly we
can minimise any risk. Other common poisons we
can see include grapes and raisins which can cause
irreversible kidney damage, so guard those hot cross
buns.
Cats, whilst slightly more discerning with their tastes,
have their own issues. Lilies are one of the most
serious toxicities we see in cats, with every part of
the plant being highly toxic. In our view it is just not
worth the risk of having these flowers in your home,
as even a small amount of pollen on the coat can be
fatal.
Even innocuous foods that we eat on a daily basis
can be potentially dangerous, such as onions and
garlic. Medications are another common poisoning
we see, so make sure that access to any of these is
restricted. And finally, anything we consider toxic to
humans we have to regard as potentially dangerous
to animals.
If in doubt, give us a shout!

Dr Chris Wilson
BVMS CertAVP MRCVS
020 8299 2388

Please support the GOFUNDME
appeal. Any donation, large or small
is welcome. To donate click the
Gofundme Link
https://uk.gofundme.com/f/save-thepenge-heritage-trail-website
Thank you
Advert proudly funded by www.briandmcgee.com
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Cupcake
Bouqcakes

DC LOCAL LOCKSMITHS

WORKING TOGETHER TO DRIVE UP VACCINATIONS IN PENGE
In March, the NHS in south east London teamed up with local
charity, Crystal Palace Community Trust, to encourage
residents of Penge to get their Covid Vaccination at Anerley
Town Hall in a special clinic set up just for the local area.
Dr Alka Sharma, GP in Penge said: “We held two special
vaccination clinics at Anerley Town Hall, on the 18 March and
25 March to help make it as easy and accessible as possible
for eligible Penge residents to get their Covid-19 vaccine. The
vaccine is the best way to protect you and your loved ones”.
At the same time as getting their vaccine, residents were able to pick up a hot
meal and get some expert advice about using the internet from Clear Community
Web.
If you are aged 50 and over, an eligible frontline health or social care worker, a
main carer for someone at high risk from COVID-19, have a learning disability, or
are clinically vulnerable you can book your vaccine online at
www.nhs.uk/covid-vaccination or call 119 without needing an invitation.
Visit www.selondonccg.nhs.uk for
programme, or scan the QR code

more

information

on

the

vaccination

DC LOCAL LOCKSMITHS
Genuine 24-hour emergency service
No call out charge
Reasonable Rates

Lockouts
Locks changed
Security upgrades
All lock types
Car/Vehicle entry
Put these numbers in your mobile
phone, you may find yourself
unexpectdly locked out

Dave Currie
020 8249 0888 or 07956 986 279
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ASK THE ANIMALS
dog walkingand pet sitting
Contact Ellie:
info@ask-the-animals.co.uk
07534387220

